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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the unique challenges
of responding to identity crime. Identity
crime involves the use of personal
identification information to perpetrate
crimes. As such, identity crime involves
using personal and private information to for
illegal purposes. In this article, the two
significant issues that obstruct responses to
this crime are considered. These are first, the
reporting of crime, and second the issue of
jurisdiction. The paper also presents an
exploration of some responses to identity
crime.

as well as other information [2]. The
theft of identity particulars may be the
catalyst for a number of crimes that
follow. The offenses that may follow can
include fraud, money laundering,
organized crime and even acts of
terrorism [2].

1 INTRODUCTION

There are two variations to identity crime
committed by an identity criminal. The
first is through the assumption of parts of
another’s identity to perpetrate the crime
[3]. This involves the criminal using
parts of the victim’s identity to obtain
goods or service, for instance [3]. The
second is through the assumption of
identity wholly which involves the
criminal basically becoming the victim
[4]. This involves, establishing lines of
credit while impersonating the victim.
Each type of identity crime has costly
implications for an individual [5].

Certain information is worth money
whereas other information is worthless
when it comes to crimes involving
identity [1]. The information that is
valuable to the identity criminal is that
which can be converted into gain,
typically by way of fraudulent activity
[2]. Certain information, particularly
personal
identification
provides
opportunities for identity criminals to
either obtain credit under false pretenses
or to impersonate another for like
purposes [2]. Personal identification
particulars include social security details,
driver’s license details, passport details

Identity crime is reliant upon information
[6]. Much of the information used for
identity crimes is obtained through
various means on the Internet. A study
conducted in the United States on
identity crime found that the most
common method used for obtaining
information was to purchase the
information on the Internet [7]. However,
information is also obtained by other
means such as through committing
computer crimes including spam, scams
and phishing [8] as well as other crimes.
Importantly it is the availability of
personal information that is the enabler
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for identity crime [2]. Sometimes this
information can simply be acquired
through the interpersonal exchanges that
take place on the Internet, such as,
through social networking [9].
The misuse of information for identity
crime occurs typically when information
is used for gain [4]. However, not all
identity crime leads directly to a financial
gain and there may be other motivations
for committing such crime, like avoiding
criminal sanctions [10]. Therefore, the
impetus for such crime is dependent
upon the motivation of the offender [10].
There is debate as to whether identity
crime is more prominent on the Internet
[11]
or
elsewhere.
Interestingly,
sometimes components of this crime may
take place both online and offline [12].
However, an important reason why so
much identity crime takes place on the
Internet is that a significant amount of
personal identification information is
stored on the Internet as well as there
being ample targets [13].
The exposure to risk of an individual
online is dependent on many things.
Information is exchanged on the Internet
not only by individuals, but by
governments and corporations [14].
While it is argued that the decision to
interact on the Internet is associated with
exposing oneself to greater risk, [15]
ultimately a latent risk subsists for all
information on the Internet [16]. Indeed,
it seems that the greater the amount of
personal information on the Internet, the
greater the risk a person has of becoming
a victim of identity crime.
Information is used in a variety of ways
to perpetrate identity crime. According
to the Social Security website, a

common example is the misuse of social
security numbers in the United States
[17]. This personal identifier is a key
identification detail that can be used in
conjunction with a person’s name to
establish identity. This information is
used by the identity criminal to use or
establish an identity for crime [17]. Other
notable
personal
identification
information includes passports, birth
dates and bank details, but is not limited
to these [18].
2 THE ISSUE OF RELIABLE DATA
The losses attributable to identity crime
can be measured by monetary losses [19]
but a number of additional offenses can
be committed once personal information
is stolen. In Australia it has been
suggested that identity crime is one of
the more prominent emerging types of
fraud [20]. However, one of the
challenges of recording this crime in is
that identity crimes are at times
subsumed into the recorded incidence of
other crime such as fraud [21]. The
misreporting of this crime tends to distort
the reliability of data that pertain to the
measurement of identity crime [22].
Importantly, different ways of reporting
the crime result in different responses to
such crimes [2].
In 2012, the Australian Bureau of
Statistics
(ABS)
estimated
that
approximately three per cent of the
Australian population had become
victims of identity crime [23]. The most
significant implication of this crime was
financial [24]. In 2006, the losses arising
from identity crime in the United
Kingdom economy was $1.7 billion [25].
The United Kingdom figure took into
account the cost of preventative
measures as well as the costs associated
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with the prosecution of cases. In many
statistics relating to identity crime, the
wider losses attributable to identity crime
are not considered despite being
significant.
Conservatively there are significant costs
associated with identity crime that have
been estimated at tens of billions of
dollars worldwide [26]. However, it is
difficult to gather an accurate view of the
total cost attributable to this crime
because instances of identity crime are
not always reported. For instance, the
ABS suggests that only 43 per cent of
victims of crimes involving credit and
bank cards in 2007 were prepared to
report this crime to police [27]. This
suggests a significant proportion of
identity crime relating to credit and debit
cards is not reported [28]. This distorts
the statistics on the true incidence of
identity crime.
The direct monetary losses arising from
identity crime are more easily
quantifiable but the indirect losses
remain more difficult to measure. A cost
rarely considered is the indirect cost
related to a victim psychologically [29].
Likewise, there are losses attributable to
lost trust that can also be difficult to
measure [30]. In addition, there is a
hidden cost associated with reputational
damage that is similarly difficult to
reflect in monetary terms partly due to
the intangible nature of this loss [31].
These indirect costs are also rarely
considered in the statistics that pertain to
identity crime.
There are costs with the preventative
measures [32] taken to reduce identity
crime which are not contemplated when
measuring the impact of this crime.
Indeed, there are numerous preventative

steps that can be taken to overcome the
threats of cyber-crime. For instance there
may be preventative measures taken
through technological means [33] as well
as physical security measures [34]. These
have a cost associated with them and this
cost is seldom incorporated into the
overall costs associated with crime [35].
There are broader implications of
identity crime on national economies that
have scarcely been researched [36]. What
remains difficult to ascertain is how
extensive the impact of this crime is
globally [2]. Where losses are sustained,
these are not recorded on any global
register of losses but rather are recorded
domestically [37]. Further, there is no
central repository of data pertaining to
identity crime; the data gathered are both
varied and dispersed [38]. This makes
the reporting of accurate global statistics
on this crime problematic. A central
repository of information that pertains to
victimization arising from identity crime
would be most useful for law
enforcement efforts [39].
3 THE ISSUE OF JURISDICTION
There is no central body that controls
information dissemination on the
Internet. The Internet itself is dispersed
and thereby transcends all jurisdictional
boundaries. This presents difficulties in
responding to identity crime in terms of
the coordination of investigation and
enforcement efforts [40]. Furthermore,
the regulatory responses to identity crime
also vary depending on the particular
emphasis that is placed upon the
regulatory
responses
to
these
domestically [41]. There are variations in
the way in which identity crime is dealt
with. As most responses to identity crime
are dealt with through domestic criminal
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sanctions, these differences identify the
domestic priorities placed on the
responses to this crime.
Contrasts can be made in the regulatory
responses to this crime. For example, in
the United States, the penalties
applicable under federal law are fifteen
years’ imprisonment and a fine [42].
Comparatively, Australian offenses
under Commonwealth Law have
penalties with a maximum of five years’
imprisonment [43]. Likewise, differences
also exist in regard to the restorative
functions of these laws. The variations
in penalties as well as other functions
point out the different importance placed
on this crime.
Similar variations in regulatory responses
exist within the states and territories of
Australia. While one state may react to
the crime of dealing with and possession
of
identification
material
with
imprisonment for five years [44] another
may prescribe a penalty of seven years
[45]. Furthermore, other jurisdictions,
such as the Northern Territory, do not
have offenses that recognize identity
crime as the core offense and instead
they deal with this through other offenses
[46]. There are also varied responses to
restorative justice.
The issue of jurisdiction stems from the
ability of the state to bring an action
against the identity criminal. Historically,
the effects doctrine has been adopted as a
way to justify a state taking action
against the individual [47]. This doctrine
applies where the harm is linked to the
state [47]. This approach has been
utilized as a justification for which an
action to apply criminal sanctions may be
taken [48]. This doctrine provides for a
state to exercise jurisdiction outside its

physical location [49]. For identity
crime, this could enable a state to bring
an action against an offender in another
state, provided it could be ascertained
that an effect of the actions of such an
offender caused a crime to be committed
within the domestic territory [50].
Another challenge in regulating identity
crime is that, the responses to this crime
are dealt with by domestic laws and
therefore
the
responsibility
for
investigation and enforcement belong to
the state concerned [51]. This brings into
question the domestic authority’s
capacity to deal with such crime which
may be influenced by the scarcity of
resources that exist for law enforcement
[52]. A consequence of this is that,
important technical, social and legal
information pertaining to that crime are
often not shared [53]. However,
regulatory responses are not the only
way in which this crime can be dealt
with and these will be further explored
in the outline of responses to identity
crime that follow.
4 THE RESPONSES TO IDENTITY
CRIME
4.1 Regulatory responses
A
number
of
developments
internationally will positively influence
the regulatory response to identity crime.
An important recent development is the
Council of Europe Convention on
Cybercrime which is an international
agreement supporting and enhancing the
investigation and enforcement of
domestic law relating to cyber-crime
internationally [54]. The importance of
this convention for identity crime resides
in the enhancements that can be made in
the facilitation and cooperation of law
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enforcement efforts toward cyber-crimes
on the Internet [54]. Signatories to such
Conventions typically improve their
interrelations with other countries
specifically in terms of investigation and
cooperation efforts [55]. While this
Convention does not specifically mention
identity crime it nonetheless will impact
on this crime through the enhancements
in cooperation of law enforcement efforts
around cyber-crimes [55].
Jurisdictions are boundaries that are
problematical when applied to the
Internet [56]. However, the Convention
on Cybercrime has received attention
because it prompts cooperation and
reliance on domestic laws in dealing
with jurisdictional issues around
cybercrime [57]. This has a positive
influence on the way cyber-crimes are
dealt with domestically [58]. Australia is
working
toward
accepting
this
convention [59].
4.2 Technological responses
This paper has not sought to provide an
exhaustive coverage of any specific
responses to identity crime but rather it
traverses the key responses that have
been identified in the literature. In
relation to technological responses,
authentication provides an important way
of identifying an individual [33] with
whom one conducts transactions with on
the Internet [60]. Another technological
response that is helpful in preventing the
unauthorized interception of data is
encryption
[61].
However
these
technological
responses
remain
susceptible to the more sophisticated
forms of attack [61]. Another weakness
of such responses is the human beings
involved with dealing with such
measures [62].

Authentication is an important response
to identity crime because this crime
involves the assumption of another
identity and authentication aims to
prevent such actions [63]. Therefore, this
technological response facilitates the
security around the ascertainment of
identity [33]. This is an important
response in dealing with identity crime
because it has a focus on preventing the
assumption of identity which is a key
aspect of this crime.
Encryption is a technological solution
that protects data transfer when
information is exchanged on the Internet
[61] Encryption provides a protective
measure in relation to data that are
transferred between computers connected
together [64]. Therefore this response
plays an important role in the prevention
of identity crime through enhancing data
security [65].
4.3 Education as a response
There seems to be a lack of appreciation
of the vulnerabilities arising from
identity crime. Individuals have become
the focus of this crime because they are
the easier target [66]. Furthermore,
individuals are becoming the more
common target due to their lack of
knowledge regarding identity crime [67].
It has been suggested that a key
weakness in cyber security is the human
and computer interface [68]. Indeed,
there are behavioral factors that influence
the way in which individuals exchange
information across the Internet [69].
Therefore it is important to understand
this relationship and to work on
enhancing knowledge with respect to the
vulnerabilities arising from this crime
[67]. However, the educative process
cannot be focused at the organisation or
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institution and rather needs to be focus
also on the individual [70].
The computer and human interface is
important in understanding cyber-crimes.
While the computer can have robust
methods of security, the human has
become the weak link in the overall
security in place to prevent cybercrime
[71]. The human aspect of this interface
means that humans are now the target
due to their vulnerabilities [68]. It is for
this reason that educative responses to
identity crime need to be expansive.
The discussion of responses to identity
crime aims to identify the more
prominent responses to this crime and is
far from exhaustive. There are additional
responses such as governmental and
organizational responses that have not
been discussed in this paper [72].
However, this presents opportunities for
further research.

concealed and jurisdictional boundaries
will continue to present barriers in
responding to this crime.
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